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Meet the newest version of AutoCAD and AutoCAD LT!
    

    Get acquainted with DWG, set up drawings, add text, and work with lines    

    Welcome to the world of AutoCAD 2007! The program may be complex, but this friendly guide helps you navigate around all the complications and start creating cool drawings quickly. Get the hang of CAD standards, see what makes AutoCAD 2007 different, plot and edit your work, draw in 3D, put your stuff online, and more.    

    Discover how to     

	Understand and use AutoCAD tools     
	Work with Zoom and Pan     
	Use the AutoCAD Design Center     
	Draw lines, polylines, polygons, and circles     
	Slice and dice drawings     
	Model and manipulate 3D objects     


About the Author
   David Byrnes is one of those grizzled old-timers you’ll find mentioned every so often in AutoCAD 2007 For Dummies. He began his drafting career on the boards in 1979 and discovered computer-assisted doodling shortly thereafter. He first learned AutoCAD with version 1.4, around the time when personal computers switched from steam to diesel power. Dave is based in Vancouver, British Columbia, and has been an AutoCAD consultant and trainer for 15 years. Dave is a contributing editor for Cadalyst magazine and has been a contributing author to ten books on AutoCAD. He teaches AutoCAD and other computer graphics applications at Emily Carr Institute of Art + Design and British Columbia Institute of Technology in Vancouver. Dave has tech edited six AutoCAD For Dummies titles. AutoCAD 2007 For Dummies is his second goround as coauthor of this title.
    Mark Middlebrook used to be an engineer but gave it up when he discovered that he couldn’t handle a real job. Since 1988, he has been principal of Daedalus Consulting, an independent CAD and computer consulting company in Oakland, California. (In case you wondered, Daedalus was the guy in ancient Greek legend who built the labyrinth on Crete. Mark named his company after Daedalus before he realized that few of his clients would be able to pronounce it and even fewer could spell it.) After having made mischief in the CAD world for 17 years, Mark now has embarked on a career in the wine world. He sells and writes about wine for Paul Marcus Wines in Oakland and develops winerelated Web sites for CruForge.       
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Biomechanics of Cells and Tissues: Experiments, Models and Simulations (Lecture Notes in Computational Vision and Biomechanics)Springer, 2013

	The application of methodological approaches and mathematical formalisms proper to Physics and Engineering to investigate and describe biological processes and design biological structures has led to the development of many disciplines in the context of computational biology and biotechnology. The best known applicative domain is tissue...
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Sequence Analysis in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2003
Sequence Analysis in a Nutshell: A Guide to Common Tools and Databases pulls together all of the vital information about the most commonly used databases, analytical tools, and tables used in sequence analysis. The book contains details and examples of the common database formats (GenBank, EMBL, SWISS-PROT) and the...
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High Dynamic Range Imaging: Acquisition, Display, and Image-Based LightingMorgan Kaufmann, 2005
High dynamic range imaging produces images with a much greater range of light and color than conventional imaging. The effect is stunning, as great as the difference between black-and-white and color television. High Dynamic Range Imaging is the first book to describe this exciting new field that is transforming the media and...
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PDR for Herbal Medicines (Physician's Desk Reference for Herbal Medicines)Thomson Gale, 1998

	Botanical remedies, used successfully for centuries in the Orient and routinely used as natural alternatives for prescription drugs in Europe, are currently gaining wide popularity in the United States.


	Now the publishers of the most accurate reference for FDA-approved drug information brings you the complete, authoritative...
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Radio Frequency Cell Site Engineering Made Easy (SpringerBriefs in Electrical and Computer Engineering)Springer, 2018

	This book introduces Radio Frequency Cell Site Engineering to a broad audience. The author blends theory and practice to bring readers up-to-date in key concepts, underlying principles and practical applications of wireless communications. The presentation is designed to be easily accessible, minimizing mathematics and maximizing visuals....
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Embedded Systems and Computer ArchitectureNewnes, 2001
This book is about how a computer works and how it is programmed. No previous knowledge of digital logic or computers is assumed. Embedded Systems and Computer Architecture is intended for students taking a firstlevel introductory course in electronics, computer science or information technology. Whoever you are, if you want to understand what goes...
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